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 “NEWS FROM THE HILL” 
is published monthly year round by 

the UU Meeting House of Chatham. 

Editor:  Susan Bauer 

Layout Editor: Susan Bauer 

Publisher: Andrea Pluhar 
_________________________ 

SUNDAY SERVICES are 

 held at 10:30 AM each week. 

    _____________________ 

NEWSLETTER DEADLINE  next 

month is THURSDAY, 

May 18. Send items to  

Sue Bauer: Ralphb1234@cs.com 
 

 

 

   

 

 THRIFT SHOP 

OPENS  

AT 10AM 

 MONDAY 

MAY 22 

 

 

 

DONATIONS WELCOME  MAY 13-19 FROM 

9:00 AND NOON 

ONCE WE OPEN YOU CAN SHOP FROM 

MONDAY-FRIDAY 10AM-3PM   

  

BRING YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS 

TOO. THEY WILL THANK YOU!   
See more information on page 4. 
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 A MONTH OF SUNDAYS 
  
May 7  Can Science Account For the Soul?    

  Rev. Edmund Robinson 

 
What is the soul?  Do all humans have one?  Do non-human animals have 
them?  Can a computer or a corporation have one?  A recent profile of 
philosopher Daniel Dennett in the New Yorker raises these eternal questions. 
 

May 14  My Mother, MyselfRev.  Edmund Robinson 

 
When you are talking, do you sometimes hear your mother or father’s voice 
coming out of your own mouth?  When you look in the mirror, do you see 
your mother’s or father’s eyes looking back at you?  Can you see yourself in 
your children or grandchildren?  Is there a self that persists across 
generations? 
 

May 21  White SupremacyRev.  Edmund Robinson 

 
Many of us are familiar, if not comfortable, with the notion of institutional 
racism, covert racism, and white privilege.  Lately in conversations about race 
in our denomination, some voices, both black and white, have insisted on 
using the phrase “white supremacy,” not just to refer to far-right ideologies 
but to stubborn patterns in the culture at large and our movement in particular 
that keep whiteness at the center or keep whiteness as the norm despite 
attempts to be more inclusive and diverse.  I am resistant to this usage, but I 
wonder whether my own resistance is my own white fragility or denial, or 
because the terminology really is confusing. 
 

May 28Worth Re-MemberingShari Halliday-Quan 

 
Memorial Day calls us to look back into our collective histories and find value 
in the past. With ritual acts and stories, this day of commemoration helps us 
understand our lives as part of an ongoing thread of experience that connects 
us to other people. So much depends upon the narratives of memory that we 
choose.  When our future is shaped by the stories we tell, which are worth 
remembering? Who belongs in these stories? Who belongs at the  center?  
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VISION STATEMENT 

 
We, the members and friends  
of the UUMH, strive: 
 
To apply UU principles in our daily  
living, social actions, and community  
service; 
To nurture a safe community that  
encourages intellectual, spiritual, and  
religious freedom and celebrates all the 
passages of life; 
To welcome diversity and pluralism as 
essential for our connection with all  
humanity; 
To provide fellowship, friendship, and fun, 
and to support a creative artistic and musical 
environment;  
To sustain and promote a vital religious and 
spiritual lifespan education program.   
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 Sightings  

            the Rev. Edmund Robinson 
 
 All the clichés about history repeating itself are bouncing about in my mind as our denomination goes through a time of conflict over 
race.  

 In the late 1960's there was a crisis within the UUA known as the Black Empowerment controversy. It is laid out in many histories, but 
a particularly readable one is by Mark Morrison-Reed, an African American UU Minister who was a teenager at the time, in the UU 
World in 2012 http://www.uuworld.org/articles/empowerment-tragedy. African-American UUs organized into a caucus, the Black UU 
Caucus (BUUC) and with white allies formed a Black Affairs Council (BAC) which formulated demands on the denomination as a 
whole to make more significant strides against racism. This push generated resistance which formed as a separate group, Black and 
White Alternative (BAWA). At the 1968 General Assembly, BAC succeeded in getting the body to commit a million dollars over four 
years to BAC for racial justice programs. However, after the convention, the UUA Board determined that the budget was in deficit, and 
resolved to cut back on the commitment made by the GA. This came back to the 1969 GA, held in Boston, and BAC supporters tried to 
commandeer the agenda and force the issue of BAC funding to be considered before any other business. This effort failed, and BAC 
supporters walked out, and caucused at Arlington Street church nearby.  

 It looked like a schism was looming, but efforts at reconciliation persuaded the BAC members to come back to the convention, which 
then voted by a vote of 798 to 737, to support BAC but not BAWA. Morrison-Reed observes: “The BAC won again, and in that 
moment, lost.” 

 For the money was still not there, and the UUA Board, faced with substantial deficits, subsequently voted to extend the commitment to 
BAC over five years instead of four. BAC responded by disaffiliating from the UUA. In the 1970 GA, the delegates voted to suspend 
further payments to BAC, and only $450,000 of the original  

1 million commitment was ever paid. Nevertheless, many African Americans, as well as white allies, withdrew from the denomination. 
One of the ones who withdrew and then came back was Bill Sinkford, who later served as the UUA’s first black President. 

 Fast forward to the present. In the past few years, a movement for racial justice nationally has been carried forward under the name 
Black Lives Matter. A UU group has formed called Black Lives of Unitarian Universalists (BLUU). In October of 2016, BLUU has 
obtained from the UUA Board a commitment of 5.3 million dollars funding for racial justice work within the UUA and outside. I was 
unaware of this myself until very recently. 

 In March of this year, diversity in hiring of UUA senior staff became a focal issue, so much so that UUA President Peter Morales has 
resigned, as well as the Chief Operating Officer and the staff member who made the hiring decision. With an election to select a new 
President looming in June, the UUA Board has moved to name three people as Interim President, to serve until the election: Sofia 
Betancourt, Bill Sinkford and Leon Spencer. All are UUs of color, Sinkford served as President for eight years. They are already 
moving forward to implement policies looking toward more diversity in hiring. 

 In this atmosphere of tension, the executive director of the UU Minister’s Association, Don Southworth, has written a letter to the UUA 
Board highly critical of financial commitment it made last October to BLUU. This has engendered a good deal of pushback among 
ministers. 

 In this whole mix, there is major issue of language. Resistance to black concerns is now being labeled as White Supremacy. For some 
of us, that term has been reserved for those who consciously and overtly claim that white people are superior to black ones, 
organizations such as the neo-Nazis and Aryan nation. But from the point of view known as critical race theory, all resistance to black 
progress is white supremacy. Many are uncomfortable with the term. 

 I hope and pray that we can keep in covenant and in conversation with one another, however uncomfortable it may be, through this 
difficult time in our denomination. I hope that we can discern a way forward to become the inclusive movement in fact to which to we 
have aspired since that earlier controversy. 

 I invite your reactions to what I have written here. I also invite anyone who wants to get more directly involved to come to New 
Orleans in June and see the General Assembly firsthand. 

 

Blessings,  

Edmund 
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   Be a rainbow in someone else’s cloud. (Maya Angelou)     

MORE THRIFT SHOP NEWS 
 If you would like to  help us set up,  please let Deb Zahka know at 508-864-8331 or joseph.zahka@verizon.net. 
  
 We still need a few volunteers, particularly on Thursday and Friday, and extra subs are always appreciated. Because we 
can no longer use small, thin grocery bags, we would appreciate donations of paper bags and stronger plastic bags.  
  
 Jewelry is always a sought after items by shoppers, so check your jewelry boxes.  

          
Remember that we do not accept winter clothing or large pieces of furniture. Also, no electronics, digital items, TVs, or 
items we cannot check to make sure they work.  
 
Happy to have…..summer clothes, toys and games, dishes and kitchenware, paintings, jewelry, linens, books, CDs and 
DVDs, gadgets…….or just about anything else you would like to move on! 

FACTS MATTER FORUMS  
 Building on the success of the Freedom Forums, and sponsored by Edmund and the Learning for Life Committee,  these 
forums will be  a series of meetings  on factual issues raised by current national administration initiatives, such as 
immigration enforcement, climate change, school vouchers etc.  They will be on Sundays in the sanctuary at 1:30.  
All are welcome and there is no admission fee.  
   
In each forum, we will attempt to get knowledgeable people to give us the current state of understanding, including 
debatable points, in each area to allow intelligent citizens a basis to research matters for themselves.  
 

The first forum, May 21, will be on the question, “Does Immigration Affect Crime or Public Safety,” and will feature 

Collin Mickle, Esq.,  executive director of the Cape’s Immigration Resource Center.  We also hope to have 

representatives of the newly-formed Cape Cod Coalition for Safe Communities at the event.  Mr. Mickle will also be part 

of a panel presentation at First Parish Brewster on a related topic on April 30 at 2 PM.  

WHO’S PREACHING THIS MONTH 

     Shari Halliday-Quan is an M.Div. student at Union Theological Seminary in New York City and candidate for UU 

ministry. Working as a chaplain in hospitals and transitional housing centers convinced her to quit her job working for 

the Peace Corps, and she currently serves as the Youth Ministry Coordinator at First Unitarian in Brooklyn and is 

wrestling with a call to our nation's largest young adult ministry--military chaplaincy. She and her wife Elisabeth share 

their home with a 17-pound cat named Hildegard von Harlem and more houseplants than is reasonable. 
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WANTED: SOCIAL ACTIVITIES CHAIR      
  
After several wonderful and successful  years, Mary Parsons is stepping down as chair of the Social Activities committee as 
of the end of June.  This committee organizes and oversees UUMH’s pot lucks, at the Meeting House, as well as at Harding’s 
Beach in July, and recently at Minister’s Point in September.   
 
If you have ideas about special social events for all of us “party animals,” if you would like pot lucks to continue, please 
consider volunteering to act as chair. It is not an onerous job, and Mary will be more than willing to share her expertise.   
 
Please call Sue Bauer at 945-3264 if you are interested or have questions. 

  

UU YOUth 

 
   

 
 
 

What a wonderful response for our request for children’s books.  We will be delivering the book case  and books to the family 
at the dedication ceremony sometime in May. Thank you to all who contributed! 
 
For those who are wondering about the colorful flags attached to the Wayside Pulpit; they are Buddhist prayer flags provided 

by Jen Makihara during her time with us. The tradition is to fly them as high as possible; for some of our children, the bottom 
of the Wayside Pulpit is as high as they could reach! 
 
The UUYouth are going to venture outside in the coming weeks. Barbara Waters will be explaining the layers exposed by 
erosion on Morris Island demonstrating how the earth is constantly changing. As more revetment walls are installed, the 
fewer chances there will be to witness the various layers that were formed as Cape Cod was created. 
 
Then we are going to immerse our energies into preparing and maintaining Earth Boxes, a container gardening system that 
purports to yield a wonderful crop of fresh vegetables that will be available for our church families to enjoy. We thank Peter 
and Missie Brown for their generous donation to our efforts. Dolly Howell and Barbara Blanchard, our resident gardeners, 
will be working with our UUYouth, to assemble, plant, monitor and reap the rewards of growing fresh vegetables at the 
Meeting House. 
 
While all of that is going on, we will continue to meet with Frank, which has become a favorite activity for the children. The 

efforts of the children are evident when they sing with the adult choir. Thank you so much to Frank for his patience and 

creativity while working with us. We are all proud of each and every one of the children for participating in this program. 

 

  

IN MEMORIAM 

 

DON STEVENS 

 

1929-2017      
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HOSTS AND USHERS FOR MAY AND JUNE 2017 

 
 Our Last day using the Fleck room for coffee hour will be May 7th.  The Thrift Shop will be taking over the room after 
that.  It is always a challenge the first day on the porch, as it can be quite cool and windy. Think about what you might 
wear when it’s your turn to be out there.  We serve only our usual cranberry juice and water, no coffee. There are rocks on 
the window sill in the upstairs foyer to hold the table cloth. Ralph puts the tables out so you should be all set to go. 
Thank you once again for sharing this task. 
 
May 7 -Worship Service Committee - Dolly Howell 
May 14 - Music Committee - Joan Caputo - 
May 21 - SGM - Brenda Collins  
May 28 - Membership - Marion Harcourt  
 
June 4 -  SGM - Barbara Rothenburger 
June 11 - SGM - Priscilla Smith 
June 18 – SGM - Bob Rice 
June 25 - Pastoral Care - Ann Diggs 

UUMH’S NEWEST COMMUNITY BUILDER 
 
 

The April Pot Luck featured a new game created by Beth Avery and added to by everyone who attended the dinner. Each 
table was asked to write a paragraph using last names of UUMH members in place of “normal” words. The results were 
creative and funny, and we present some of them below. NOTE: Try reading this out loud and let your imagination soar. 
 
It was game night at the Meeting House, a Cole dark night. We decided to play Konopka and Joan will Digg up the 
game. Having been Treened not to play by the Pickett fence, we will also play Twister and also swim in the Waters 
next to the Parson’s house with the Young folks. We had Avery good time playing tennis on the Harcourt. Afterward 
we will roast Chesnuts over the Coles and have food made from the Zahka Rice and fruit from the Appleyard. 
There is a Dalrymple (read dull ripple!)on the ocean. Howell we get to shore? 
Wil’sson went to the Appleyard and discovered there were many holes to Digg. So, he asked Thomp’son to help. 
Suddenly he saw a Young lady and they proceeded Merylle-Lee to work. Robins on the branch of the Tree nest warned 
them not to disturb our Bauer. In the nest were blue eggs with spEccles. This is Avery peaceful place. Bianculli dude 
(read be an cooley!) and leave us in peace. 
I went to a Broadway show and it was Mangiafico. The first act was in a cave and the voices Eccled. The Young cast 
included a  Dalrymplestiltskin. 
A person in the village square was sitting under a Chesnut tree, the only one in the Appleyard, when a Bauer of flowers 
fell into the Perrywinkle bed. A local fisherman stumbled over a Bastone and his fish landed on some hot Coles and was 
cooked. He ate this along with a Zahka of potatoes. Everyone had a happy time between the Howells and the  shinDiggs. 

He had to get up and go to the laTreen which was in the Appleyard. It was difficult because he had to walk over hot 
Coles. The wolf  Howelled at the Youngsters who were roasting Chesnuts. 
The UUA staff was Picketting on the bridge over troubled Waters and looking for a Parson.  
This morning I heard a Robin’son singing. The weather was nice, so I decided to Digg in the garden. There were 
Appleyard blossoms, but the Chesnut tree was long gone. 
 
See what you missed!!   Put your thinking caps on, because it will definitely be repeated at a future pot luck. 

Anything done for another is done for oneself. (Pope John Paul II) 
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THE GATHERING 

  
All women in the Meeting House, friends and members alike are welcome. 

Call Charlotte Edgecombe for more information 508-398-8516 
 

 NOTE change of date and location for May 
  
May 15  Yankee Swap-Bring a grocery bag full of stuff and we’ll see who has the 
   best or funniest treasures. Leftovers go to the Thrift Shop.  In the Annex 
 
June 12  The One Pot Wonder – A cooking demonstration by Mary C.  Mary Chesnut’s 

CONGREGATE HOUSE SUPPERS 

 
 The next Congregate House Supper will be May 14 with Barbara Waters, Janice Bianculli and Barbara Blanchard.   The 
June supper will be June 18th. Connie Pina and Jackie Beale are on the schedule for that date. We will need another 
helper at that time.  Contact Jackie at 945-2131 if you can help that day. 

A sign-up sheet is in the hallway by the kitchen with the available dates and needs! 
Thank you for your help in the past and as always you ARE appreciated. 

 
Barbara Waters and Jackie Hebert Beale 

SPRING CLEAN UP 2017 

 
Meet in the Fleck Room on Saturday, May 6th from 8:30 am until noonish to help spruce up the Meeting House. Window 
washing, pew washing, kitchen store room, some painting and any other tasks that need to be done. Wear casual clothes 
and bring rags.  The cleaning materials will be provided.  

SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE 

Building on a successful first re-organization meeting, the Social Justice Committee will meet in the Annex at 10 AM on 

Wednesday June 21.  Everyone welcome. Bring your ideas for future programs, displays, actions. More info? Call Walter 

Diggs at 430-0437. 

LEARNING FOR LIFE 
Ed Mangiafico will facilitate the showing of the DVD 'I Am Not Your Negro' on Sunday, May 7 at 1 PM in the Fleck 
Room. 
This is a recent powerful documentary by Raoul Peck about race in America as lived and seen by James Baldwin. One 
reviewer said it will make you re-think race and how far we have yet to go. 
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PEOPLE TO CELEBRATE      
   
MAY Birthdays 
1 Sybille Colby 
11 Bob Raymond 
11 Andrew Davol 
12 John Blake 
16 Merylle-Lee Thompson 
19 Jill Karpf 
20 Julie Dykens 
24 Jamie McClennen 
29 Janice Bianculli 
 
Merylle-Lee Thompson turns 85 

Jamie McClennen turns 80 

 

MAY Anniversary 
26 Stephania and Jamie McClennen 
 
JUNE Birthdays 
2 Joyce Sterling 
4 Nancy Stoddard 

STOP AND SHOP Cards  

 
Stop and Shop cards are available from Mary Chesnut   

before and after Sunday services.  These are the same as 

cash when you are shopping, but also benefit the Food 

Pantry.   

THIRD MONDAY BOOK CLUB 

The Third Monday Book Club will meet 
on Monday,  June 19 at 10:30 AM in the 
Annex to discuss My own words by Ruth 
Bader Ginsburg. 
Newcomers always welcome, for the year or just for a 
particular book. Call Mary Parsons 432-7194 for more 
information. 

JOYS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
   
 Robin Hubbard was recently honored with the 2017 
Andrew Kamarck Award given by the Brewster 
Democrats for service to the community and the 
Democratic party. 
 
A recent article in the Cape Cod Chronicle featured Joe 
Zahka, his background and his enthusiasm for 
engineering leading him in many directions, including as 
a docent at the Marconi Maritime Center. 
 
Ed Mangiafico was recently awarded the Presbrey Public 
Service Award by the Housing Assistance organization. 
Ed has been on the Housing Assistance board since 2005 
and has also served as its chairman. 
 

DIRECTORY CHANGES 

Priscilla Dalrymple’s email address is REALLY 
pdalry9@comcast.net 

FOOD PANTRY 

   
Non-perishables are always welcome. 
Note that there is now a box attached to the 
food pantry basket which invites your 
monetary donations rather than food if this 
works for you. All money will go directly to 
the Food Pantry. 

WRINKLES 

 World Premiere of "Wrinkles, the musical” written 
by Naomi Turner and Wilderness Sarchild with music 
by Grammy Award winner, Jason Howland, Cape 
Cod recording artist Sarah Burrill, and musical 
director, arranger, and composer Malcolm Granger, 
directed by Nina Schuessler, choreography by Naomi 
Turner and friends at Cape Cod Theatre Company, 
home of Harwich Junior Theatre  
May 11 - June 11. Tickets now on sale. Visit our 
website at wrinklesthemusical.com.  
Consider making a UU night of it….or organize a 
group for the Sunday 4 pm matinee. It’s raucous, it’s 
real, powerful, engaging and empowering! 


